2016 Caring Spirit Awards

Rehab
Hegel Leon CNA
Amy Thalheimer CNA
Francesca Abrams RN, CRRN
Karyn Kling BSN, RN, CRRN
Lisa Rivera BSN, RN

Heart
Carol Kull, BSN, RN, CCRN
Judith Gill, BSN, RN
Frank Walsh, BSN, RN
Meghan McNeil, PCA

Critical Care
Kate Grant, BSN, RN
Patricia Rudd, BSN, RN
Binsy Alex, BSN, RN
Lisa Taylor, HUC

Subacute/LTC
Louise Wright BSN, RN
Lia Ramos BSN, RN
Shay Glenn, LPN
Patricia Hill-Brou, LPN
Leelumma Binunon, CNA

Women and Children’s
April Stenson BSN RN
Tricia Wilson BSN RN
Randi Boucher BSN RN CBC

Medical Surgical C
Colleen Carlson, BSN, RN, Tower 4
Ellen Zane, BSN, RN, Tower 8
Eunice Salazar, BSN, RN, Levy 7
Thomas Capella, BSN, RN, Tower 4

Tower 6 Discharge Process Team - Caring Team Award
Members are Allison Conners, BSN, RN; Debra Cattolico, MSN, RNC, Mary Beth James, BSN, RN, Patti O’Hagan, BSN, RN; Betsy Thomas, MSN, RN, ACNS-BC; Kiwan Dacosta, Care Manager; Michael Barone, BSN, RN; Regan Kunzig, BSN, RN, Turena Reeves, RN, OCN, VA-BC, Steve Jagnie, and Sherry Pallath

Surgical Services
Joanne Matulewicz BSN, RN
Patricia Brown BSN, RN
Manju Joseph BSN, RN
Donna Horton PCA
Karen Holmes OR Coordinator

Emergency
Beth Hurwitz, BSN, RN
Joan Weymouth, BSN, RN
Michael Bujniewicz Tech
Carolyn Wheeler, RN
Alicia Caltagirone, BSN, RN
Cassie Renfroe, BSN, RN

Psychiatry
Elaine Johnson, BSN, RN
Ruth Detwiler, BSN, RN
Meghan Szczzerba, BSN, RN

“Marianne Smith-Catanzarra Caring Spirit” Award
Tabrina Gales, BSN, RN

“Tommy Campbell Caring Spirit” Award
Sarah Palacios, BSN, RN

“Jokline Joseph Caring Spirit” Award
Athena Dennis, BSN, RN

2016 Shared Governance Leadership Award
Flo Gunn Gallagher, BSN, RN, CRRN

2016 Nursing PRISM Award
Organization and Staff Development Department